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Sri Lanka Attacks

Th e Mueller Report
By  Rachel Oh
 Th roughout March and April, the Mueller Investigation 
was heavily publicized, being covered on every major news 
source. Th e investigation began when Trump fi red former 
FBI director, James Comey, in early May 2017, shortly aft er he 
confi rmed that there was an ongoing investigation to prove 
whether Russia was involved with the 2016 election. Aft er 
dropping Comey, former FBI director Robert Mueller was 
assigned to continue the investigation concerning Russia’s 
possible interference with the election. Fast forward to almost 
two years later, as Mueller and his team progress with the 
investigation, several government offi  cials and personnel pled 
guilty to various crimes, including Michael Cohen and Flynn. 

Th e special counsel released this 448 page (redacted) 
report on April 19, 2019, to the public, and the verdict was somewhat anticlimactic. Although the report did fi nd that people involved with 
Trump’s campaign had connections with Russia during the campaign, Trump constantly tried to delay the Russia investigation, and that Trump 
was extremely eager to expose Clinton during the election, there was ultimately not enough evidence to conclude that there was criminal activity 
between Russia and Trump, just that the evidence presented was concerning. However, there are about 14 redacted statements that are still being 
investigated. 
 Th e report was broken down into two volumes: one explaining how Russia tried to interfere with the election and exploring the possibility 
of collusion with the Trump campaign, and the other detailing issues of obstruction of justice related to the investigation. Russia’s Internet 
Research Agency created fake accounts to discourage Clinton and strengthen Trump on social media, along with buying $100,000 worth of pro-
Trump ads on Facebook. It is not stated that Trump had any involvement in the hacking; however, this part was heavily redacted. 
 Mueller makes an eff ort to emphasize throughout the report that just because the facts holistically did not demonstrate criminal activity, 
it doesn’t mean there aren’t facts that support the possibility of collusion or obstruction. Mueller decided he couldn’t charge Trump with a crime, 
saying, “in eff ect, if there’s going to be any accountability, that accountability has to come from the Congress,” Democratic Presidential candidate 
Elizabeth Warren said. “And the tool that we are given for that accountability is the impeachment process. Th is is not about politics; this is about 
principle.”

Aft er reading the Mueller Report, Warren said, “three things just totally jump off  the page. Th e fi rst is that a hostile foreign government 
attacked our 2016 election in order to help Donald Trump. ... Part 2, Donald Trump welcomed that help,” and “Part 3 is when the federal 
government starts to investigate Part 1 and Part 2, Donald Trump took repeated steps, aggressively, to try to halt the investigation.” If any other 
American “had done what’s documented in the Mueller report, they would be arrested and put in jail.” 

To some Democrats, and certainly Republicans, the lack of charges in the Mueller report indicate that the idea of impeaching Trump 
should be abandoned and that it’s ultimately useless, because his team somehow managed to slip through the cracks again. Warren, however, said, 
“I took an oath to uphold the Constitution of the United States, and so did everybody else in the Senate and in the House. If there are people in the 
House or the Senate who want to say that’s what a president can do when the president is being investigated for his own wrongdoings or when a 
foreign government attacks our country, then they should have to take that vote and live with it for the rest of their lives.”

Is Measles Really Eliminated in the US?
By Amanda Giannopoulos
 According to a recent article by Th e New York Times, the current measles virus outbreak is “the worst it has been in decades since its 
elimination in 2000”. It has been confi rmed in 22 states with over 700 cases so far in the fi rst four months of 2019. Th e article also states that “more 
than 500 of the 704 confi rmed cases by the CDC were in people who were unvaccinated”. Aft er some quick math, that means more than 70% of 
cases may have been prevented with a simple visit to a local doctor.
 While Pennsylvania is not among the confi rmed infected states, its eff ects can still be felt here. With our increased globalized society, the 
farthest corner of the globe can be reached in a matter of hours, much less for Americans trying to reach the farthest corner of the country. Our 
neighbors, New Jersey and New York, are among the list of states with confi rmed cases.
 Th e interactive map in Th e New York Times article does not mean cancel all your travel plans until those states can confi rm eradication of 
the virus; rather, it is a caveat to how prevention and vigilance is the safest option. While there are people who argue against the use of vaccines, 
they are the most eff ective safety measure against contracting a deadly form of the virus. If not for yourself, consider all the people dearest to you 
who are too young or too frail to be able to protect themselves, and take this measure to protect yourself for them. Also the numbers do not lie, 
and they clearly show that vaccinated individuals are much less likely to contract the disease at all than those who are unvaccinated.
 An easier and more basic activity to do on a regular basis is wash your hands more oft en aft er returning home from public spaces. Also 
spreading the word for people in more likely infected areas to cough and sneeze into their sleeves to avoid spreading any germs in the air as the 
measles virus can “hover in still indoor air for up to two hours aft er someone infected has sneezed or coughed”. Th ey may only have seasonal 
allergies, but you never know.
 Outbreak is not code for panic for the end of the world. It merely means steps should be made to contain and then get rid of the disease 
from the area. If no more people become infected either due to quarantine, vaccination, and treatment or a combination of all three, then hopefully 
all of those who are sick will recover and then life will go on for everyone. However, in order to do that, people must be willing to take the 
necessary precautions that allow  them to think not only for the benefi t of themselves but also for the benefi t of others.
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The Devastating Easter 
Attacks in Sri Lanka
By Sabrina Trakhtorchuk

In one of the largest and most horrifying terrorist attacks 
in recent years, suicide bombers claimed at least 290 lives. The 
attacks occurred on Easter Sunday at churches and hotels across 
Sri Lanka, leaving at least 500 injured. Authorities have arrested 24 
people in relation to the bombings, though no terrorist group has 
claimed responsibility for the attacks as of yet. The act claimed lives 
internationally, killing at least 39 tourists. Danish billionaire Anders 
Holch Povlsen faced total devastation, losing 3 of 4 children. The bombs 
spared no one, killing mothers, fathers, children, and entire families 
in a matter of moments. One man, Ramesh Raju, sacrificed himself 
after noticing a stranger attempting to enter the church with a large 
black bag. He pushed the man out of the church just before the bomb 
detonated, saving dozens of lives, as well as his family, in the process.

The devastation of this event will not be forgotten, leaving a lasting scar on Sri Lanka and the rest of the world, as we are again forced to 
realize that even where we are meant to be the safest, violence remains an ever creeping possibility. Sri Lanka, in response to the attack, initiated 
an emergency law banning face coverings. This caused deep controversy throughout the country as it infringed upon the religious rights of many 
Islamic women. In the wake of the outrage, panic, and pain of the bombings the world is left searching for a way to prevent and discover these 
attacks in the future.

Sri Lanka Bombings
By Zoë Brown

Over 250 innocent people were killed on Easter Sunday due to multiple suicide bombings in eastern Sri Lanka. Investigations confirmed 
the attacks were carried out by nine suicide bombers, including one woman, officials added. Eight have been identified so far. The Islamic State has 
reportedly claimed responsibility for the attacks; however, the extent of local and international collaboration is unclear.

Some Sri Lankan officials stated that the Sri Lanka bombings were related to the past Christchurch shooting in New Zealand. The extremist 
group supposedly bombed the Christian churches in vengeance after 50 people were killed in a mosque in March. New Zealand Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern told reporters in Auckland that she had seen no intelligence report to back up such claims.
 For precautionary measures, the U.S. Embassy in Sri Lanka evacuated after authorities warned people that there could be more attacks 
targeting religious centers. The Archbishop of Colombo Cardinal Malcolm Ranjith told reporters he had seen a leaked internal security document 
warning that there would be further attacks on churches and no Catholic masses this Sunday anywhere on the island.
 As of this moment, police continue their search for other possible perpetrators, and Sri Lankans mourn for their loved ones, waiting for 
justice to be served and protection to be put in place.

Teen Loses Mom at 
Target, Plays it off by 
Checking his Phone
 By Noah Stern 

 SUNDAY APRIL 7TH, 2:34 P.M. Local teenager Jack McHugh 
was shopping with his mother, Denise, when, suddenly, disaster struck. 
McHugh had completely lost track of his mother somewhere between 
the aisle with all the tortilla chips and the aisle with all the expensive 
tortilla chips. However, McHugh pulled an ingenious maneuver that 
will undoubtedly put him in the conversation for smartest teenager of 
all time.

 Local reporters caught up with McHugh outside of the Target 
after he had been safely reunited with his mother. “Well it was pretty 
simple,” he was quoted as saying, “right when I got kinda scared that 
me and my mom had been separated forever never to meet again, I just 
took out my phone and started scrolling through Instagram, trying to 
look as unconcerned as possible.” 

 When asked about his thought process in the moment, he had 
this to say: “I mainly did it because I was afraid someone would see 
me, a 5’10 sixteen-year old looking around a Target, and immediately 
assume I had lost my mother and bring me to the front to call her 
on the loudspeaker. So, instead, I just went on my phone and waited 
around patiently for my mommy to find me like a big boy.”

Yes, this is satire. To see more of Noah’s work, visit themilkingcat.com
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Barr Mishandled the Mueller Report
By Sarah McArdle
 It’s been almost two entire years since Robert Mueller began his investigation into Russia’s interference with the 2016 presidential election, but it appears 
the probe isn’t quite finished. Though Mueller’s report became available to the public in late April, the final version was actually submitted to Attorney General 
William Barr in March. In between these dates, Barr redacted “sensitive information” and released a summary of the report to Congress. And both Democrats 
and Robert Mueller have quite a few criticisms of Barr’s handling of the case.
 After Barr published his four-page summary of the 448-page report for Congress, Mueller immediately took issue with the memo. Stating that Barr’s 
account “did not fully capture the context, nature, and substance” of the investigation, Mueller suggested that Barr use one of the many summaries he and his 
investigative team had generated. While it’s understandable—and even expected—that there would be some discrepancy between Barr and Mueller’s respective 
reports (especially considering the difference in length), for Mueller to accuse Barr of misrepresenting the investigation is at least worthy of further exploration.
Mueller actually wrote to Barr himself, expressing his objections to Barr’s representation of the report. However, Barr went on to seemingly lie about this, stating 
in a congressional hearing that he was unaware as to why Mueller and his team disagreed with the information in his memo.
 Barr has further generated controversy by admitting that he hadn’t even examined all of the evidence in the report before deciding Trump’s innocence. 
While he officially stated that the information presented in the investigation “is not sufficient to establish that the President committed an obstruction-of-justice 
offense,” Barr testified before Congress that he didn’t at all research or scrutinize any of said information. This seems to be a gross mishandling of justice, as Barr 
failed to take into account all the facts of the case. Senator Kamala Harris of California expressed similar concerns, saying that Barr “lacks all credibility” before 
calling for his resignation.
 Between the concerns of Barr’s honest and integrity and the overwhelming number of Congress members demanding Barr to step down from his 
position, it’s worth considering whether or not Barr should be handling such sensitive information as the Mueller Report.

What Are the Consequences?
By Alyssa Hurly 
              After much anticipation from Democrats and Republicans alike, a redacted version of the Mueller Report was released on April 18th. This report details 
a thorough investigation into the 2016 presidential election and seeks to answer the question: Did Trump collude with Russia to rig the election results, and did 
the Trump administration obstruct justice by attempting to interfere with the investigation? 
 While the report’s main focus is on President Trump, much of the public’s attention surrounding the report has shifted to attorney general William 
Barr. He wrote a four-page summary of the report before it was released to the public, which left many confused about the content and conclusions of the 
investigation. While faced with much criticism and backlash, Barr stands by President Trump and defends his interpretation of the Mueller Report. Barr’s 
summary was confusing to many and was more of an interpretation than a synopsis. 

After already facing rigorous questioning in Congress pertaining to his written summary, Barr refused to testify before the House Judiciary Committee 
on Thursday concerning the same issue. Many are calling for Barr’s resignation, citing that someone who misleads the citizens of America cannot be trusted 
to administer justice as an attorney general. He is also being accused of perjury, saying that he “didn’t know” Mueller disagreed with his interpretation of the 
report. He certainly had an idea, as Mueller had emailed Barr two weeks prior to the hearing that he disagreed with the “context, nature, and substance” of Barr’s 
synopsis. The results of the Mueller Report are unclear as of right now. Hopefully in the coming months the general public will know if it has consequences for 
President Trump or attorney general William Barr, among others.

Misleading Claims
By Matthew Rosen

Facts:
Apart from funding spent on emergency measures immediately after Hurricane Maria, Puerto Rico has thus far received $35 million of $357.8 million of the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency funds designated for permanent work. Citing the damage caused by Hurricane Maria and the sum of money Congress 
has previously designated to states (which Puerto Rico is not) for disaster-relief, experts have estimated that Puerto Rico will go on to collect $91 billion worth 
of grants awarded by Congress. 

President Trump, a Republican, on May 9th 2019: 
Puerto Rico has been given more money by Congress for Hurricane Disaster Relief, $91 Billion Dollars, than any State in the history of the U.S. As an example, 
Florida got $12 Billion & Texas $39 Billion for their monster hurricanes. Now the Democrats are saying No Relief to Alabama, Iowa… The Dems don’t want 
farmers to get any help.

Facts:
The Pentagon’s cumulative budget from 1998 to 2015 was $8.5 Trillion.  Mark Skidmore, a professor of economics at Michigan State University, conducted 
research that found $21 trillion worth of financial transactions made by the Pentagon could not be accounted for; the same dollar could be recounted if, for 
example, it was illicitly transferred several times within the Pentagon. 

Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, a Democrat, on December 2nd 2018:
$21 TRILLION of Pentagon financial    transactions ‘could not be traced, documented, or explained.’ $21T in Pentagon accounting errors. Medicare for All costs 
~$32T. That means 66% of Medicare for All could have been funded already by the Pentagon. And that’s before our premiums.

       The above claims, posted on Twitter, mislead audiences and attempt to discredit the party opposite of the poster’s. Trump’s Tweet paints Democrats as an-
ti-farmer and suggests that they make budget decisions based on a disparity in whose lives they value. And Ocasio-Cortez, taking advantage of the association 
between Republicans and the military, attempts to show that Republicans’ incompetence has taken away from Americans’ well-being (even though military 
generals, who award contracts, are apolitical). 
       Such untrue, inflammatory statements are common. Just 18 months ago in fall 2017, The Abingtonian published an article entitled “Lies, Lies, Lies: A Na-
tional Emergency” that lamented Trump’s lies; the article quoted a PolitiFact statistic that “President Trump made 1,318 false or misleading claims over 263 days 
[in office].” 573 days later, Trump has racked up all kinds of distinctions and necessitated The Fact Checker Database, a division of the left-leaning news outlet 
The Washington Post, to attach a whole new level to their lie-tracking system. The Fact Checker Database has now awarded Trump 21 Bottomless Pinocchio’s, 
one for every false claim he repeated more than 20 times. 
       Ocasio-Cortez, who has apologized and corrected false claims she made, stated on 60 minutes, “I think there’s a lot of people more concerned about being 
precisely, factually, and semantically correct than about being morally right.” Although she does not represent the entire Democratic Party, Ocasio-Cortez’s pop-
ularity on social media shows that her supporters are not turned off by her half-hearted approach to being accurately, syntactically, logically, correctly correct.
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POETRY CORNER 

StarLight
By Frankie Bria

A glimpse of a shimmer: future, past, present
A shimmer of hope, a shimmer of despair
Actions lead to pathways: sadness, regret, miracles
Hearts glow and fade 

Time ticks by as memories grow and shrink
Lights continue to flicker
Flames fading, yet creating holes
A new idea turns into a lifetime

Running into the shadows as starlight crosses paths
Deciding whether it is fate or mere mistake
Imagining other options
All lead to the light

Moving helplessly to hear you chose wrong
Finding out your choices showed a shimmer of hope
A gleam of relief flowing down your back
A starlight guiding you

ACROSS
1  A caterpillar turns into this
3  Female parent
6  Herbage suitable for grazing animals
12  Water falling from the sky
13  Place to plant flowers
14  Birth flower: ______ of the Valley
16  Composition in verse
17  Birthstone that means love & success
20  Mother’s _______
22  Insect that stores honey

DOWN
1  Warm-blooded, beaked vertebrate
2  April showers bring May _______
4  Zodiac sign for month of May
5  Symbol of fertility
7  Season between winter and summer
9  Sun’s light
10  Keeps you dry when it’s raining
11  Temperature that’s not too cold or hot
15  Place where birds lay their eggs
16  Spot where rain gathers
18  Fifth month of the year
19  Horse race
21  _______ de Mayo

CROSSWORD PUZZLE - MONTH OF MAY
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Pasta Flora Tart
By Artemis Giannopoulos

Ingredients

•	 Dough

o 1 cup of butter or margarine

o 1/3 cup of sugar

o 2 egg yolks

o 2 spoonfuls of cognac

o 1 tea spoonful of lemon zest or ¼ of tea spoonful of 
vanilla extract

o 3 cups of flour for all purposes

o 1 tea spoonful of baking powder

•	 Filling

o 1 lb of marmalade (strawberry, apricot, or whatever fruit 
you prefer!)

Dough Steps:

1. Use an electric mixer to mix in the butter with the sugar in the 
mixer until it gets white and fluffy.

2. Add the egg yolks in one at a time and continue to mix it while 
adding cognac and lemon zest (or the vanilla extract in place of 
the lemon zest if you prefer that)

3. Stop the mixing and add the flour little by little by mixing it 
with your fingers until you have a soft and fluffy dough – don’t 
overdo it with the mixing!

Put-It-All-Together Steps:

1. Spread the two-thirds of the dough on a small pan or pyrex for 
tarts about 10 inch diameter to cover the pan completely

2. Spread the marmalade in the pan to cover end to end

3. Make small strips with the remaining 1/3 of the dough and 
decorate the top of the surface in whatever designs you like 
(creating x’s is the most popular way to use the strips similar to 
making lattice tops on pie)

4. Bake the tart to 325 degrees for 30-35 minutes until the dough 
gets a nice light brown color

CARTOONS 
by Grace Bauder

IMPORTANT DATES

MAY 6-10 – AP EXAMS
MAY 13-24 – KEYSTONE EXAMS

MAY 18 – 24 HOUR RELAY
MAY 29 – MOCK ACCIDENT

MAY 30 – SENIOR PROM
MAY 31 – SERVICE LEARNING DAY

JUNE 12 - GRADUATION
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Strong Start For Phillies
By Alex Hale-Mowry
 The Philadelphia Phillies followed a strong opening weekend with 
a strong first month of regular season play.  Heading into Opening Day the 
team had a tough climb ahead to live up to expectations in a competitive 
NL East, the Phillies certainly did live up to them in this first month.  The 
young ball club put up a record of 16-13 when there were injuries, a few 
scuffling pitchers, and a tough schedule out of the gate.  The team had some 
ups and downs like all ball clubs do but they certainly made a statement to 
the rest of the division that said, they could still be in first place when not 
playing to full capacity.  
 When you look at the Phillies offense it’s all about four main guys: 
Rhys Hoskins, JT Realmuto, Bryce Harper, and Jean Segura.  All are pre-
mier hitters in the National League and all are keys to this offense’s pro-
duction, they have combined for 19 homers with 73 RBI’s, and this isn’t 
including other key players like Andrew McCutchen and Odubel Herre-
ra.  Although all of these players have had good starts to the season one un-
expected player has finally come into his own, Maikel Franco.  Franco has 
been one of the teams most highly coveted prospects who just hasn’t bro-
ken out, well Phillies fans are thrilled to see the MVP caliber 3rd baseman 
finally show his talent.  The third baseman is both a star offensively and de-
fensively, he’s made only one error and has flashed the leather on multiple 
occasions, to go along with his 7 homers and 22 RBI’s. Not to mention he’s 
hitting in the 8th spot in the order.  He’s by far the best and most produc-
tive eight-hole hitter in the majors and a great accent to this never ending 
lineup.  
 The Phillies will look to stay on track with a tough May schedule 
which features only one series against a division opponent and 5 out of 8 
teams holding a record above .500.

Climate Change - An Information Statement of 
the American Meteorological Society 
(Adopted by the AMS Council on 15 April 2019) 

The AMS Information Statement seeks to provide a trustworthy, objective, and scientifically up-to-date explanation of climate change 
to the public using easily understood language. This statement is based on peer-reviewed scientific literature and reflects current scientific 
understanding. 
Executive Summary 

Research has found a human influence on the climate of the past several decades. Its manifestation includes the warming of the atmosphere 
and oceans, intensification of the heaviest precipitation over continental areas, increasing upper-ocean acidity, increasing frequency and intensity 
of daily temperature extremes, reductions in Northern Hemisphere snow and ice, and rising global sea level. The latitudinal and seasonal 
observations of the surface warming and the observed warming of the troposphere and cooling of the stratosphere are consistent with theoretical 
expectations from increased concentrations of greenhouse gases. 

The increase in global average surface 
temperature over the past half-century cannot be 
fully explained by natural climate variability, e.g., 
responses to Earth’s orbital changes over thousands 
of years, or natural climate forcing such as from 
solar or volcanic variability. The observed warming 
rate varies from place to place and from decade to 
decade because of natural climate variations, such 
as natural swings between El Niño and La Niña on 
time scales of two to seven years, and variations 
in ocean circulation in the Pacific and Atlantic 
basins on decadal to multi-decadal timescales. The 
influence of these relatively short-period fluctuations 
is factored into climate change analyses. These 
natural fluctuations have neither the magnitude nor 
the spatial characteristics to explain the observed 
warming of Earth’s average surface temperature over 
the past several decades. The IPCC (2013), USGCRP (2017), and USGCRP (2018) indicate that it is extremely likely that human influence has 
been the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-twentieth century. 

Proxies, which are indirect measurements of past temperature obtained from archives, such as tree rings, corals, ice cores, lake and marine 
sediments, and cave stalagmites, reveal that the rate and magnitude of the current global temperature change is likely exceptional in the context 
of the last two thousand years. Global temperatures were last on par with the present ones in the previous Interglacial Period (125,000 years ago), 
when sea level was 6–9 m (20–30 ft) higher than today. Projected warming over the next century will likely place global temperatures in a range 
not seen in millions of years of geologic history.
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SPORTS
The Incredible Bulk
By Jake Place
 The 1989 NFL draft was considered by experts around the time to be 
the most top-heavy, star-studded draft classes of all time. Any pick in the top 
five of the draft was considered to be worth its weight in gold. Troy Aikman, 
the consensus first pick, was a quarterback from UCLA that was widely con-
sidered to be the best quarterback prospect since John Elway six years earlier. 
Barry Sanders was an electrifying running back from Oklahoma State who 
had just won the Heisman trophy, and was one of the first underclassmen who 
declared for the NFL draft.  Deion Sanders was an extremely flashy and athlet-
ic cornerback from Florida State who was better known as “Prime Time”. Al-
abama’s star linebacker Derrick Thomas was the greatest pass-rusher that had 
come into the draft in years. Thomas still holds the single-season FBS Division 
I sack record with an incredible 27 sacks. However, there was one prospect 
that was head and shoulders above the rest in terms of fame and expectations. 
He was considered “The Greatest Offensive Line Prospect Ever” by Sports Il-
lustrated. The magazine also served to give him the nickname that would stick 
to him for the rest of his life: “The Incredible Bulk.” Tony Mandarich stood as 
a giant in the college football world. Never before or since has an offensive line 
prospect been able to captivate the public consciousness like he did. Four of 
the first five players selected in the 1989 NFL draft were hall-of-famers who 
had illustrious careers; however, Mandarich had a seven year career during 
which he never showed the talent that had made him so incredible before he 
was drafted. 
 Ante Josep Mandarich 
was born on September 23, 
1966 to Croatian immigrant 
parents in Oakville, Ontario. 
His older brother, John, jump 
started his athletic career by 
convincing their parents to 
allow Tony to live with him in 
Ohio. Tony was quickly noticed 
as an exceptional athlete by sev-
eral division I FBS schools and 
accepted a full scholarship to 
Michigan State. During his time 
at Michigan State, Mandarich 
was both the most dominant 
offensive lineman in the nation, 
and, unfortunately a drug and 
steroid abuser. He has admit-
ted to using large quantities of 
steroids during his college years, 
and to faking drug tests in order 
to continue playing. It is un-
known what percentage of his dominance was attributable to steroids, but he 
did win the Big Ten Lineman of the Year award twice, as well as nearly every 
other award for an offensive lineman at least once during his career at Michi-
gan State. 
 During the NFL draft combine, Mandarich appeared unstoppable. He 
ran an incredible 4.65 40-yard dash while weighing 330 pounds. His bench 
press was a previously unheard of thirty-nine. To the press and other outside 
observers, he appeared to be a physically perfect specimen. However, he had 
clear attitude issues even before the draft. Mandarich had obvious issues with 
alcohol and drug addiction, missing many press conferences scheduled by 
his agent or by his school because he was incapacitated. In addition, despite 
his denial (at the time) that he was using steroids, the physical evidence and 
even the Sports Illustrated article about him suggested otherwise. In summary, 
Tony Mandarich had all the ingredients to be an incredible bust as soon as he 
put on the Green Bay Packers uniform.
 After he was drafted second overall, before Barry Sanders, Derrick 
Thomas, and Deion Sanders, everything began to unravel for Mandarich. He 
had a lengthy contract holdout with the Green Bay Packers that he did not 
resolve until the week before the season started. The other players disliked him 
and found that he was arrogant as well as untalented. The most famous quote 
from Mandarich during his playing career is, “I am not like other players, I am 
Tony Mandarich, and they have to understand that. If they don’t like it, that is 
just the way I am and they are going to learn to like it.” This quote illustrates 
both his unrestrained arrogance as well as the massive risks that he poses to 
the culture of a locker room. After just three years in the NFL, the Packers 
released him and he was forced into temporary retirement. He returned two 
years later for a stint with the Indianapolis Colts. After another three years, 
he was forced to retire permanently from the NFL by a shoulder injury. Tony 
Mandarich was the most dominant college offensive lineman of his era. How-
ever, his arrogance, rampant drug abuse, and use of steroids contributed to his 
downfall. Without the drugs he came to rely on, he was reduced to a shell of 
his former self in the NFL and was quickly irrelevant.

Flyers Hire Coach
By Meghan Strange 
 The Flyers season has come to an end and with this, so does 
Scott Gordon’s interim position of head coach.  The Flyers franchise 
has hired Alain Vigneault, an experienced NHL coach who has previ-
ously coached the Rangers, Canadiens, and Canucks.  Vigneault is very 
successful and has 2 Stanley Cup appearances.  But is he the coach the 
Flyers need?  Scott Gordon had great chemistry with all the players and 
especially the goalies, who were a major problem this past season.  Gor-
don also understood the game of hockey.  GM Chuck Fletcher is more 
business and marketing oriented rather than doing what’s best for the 
team and running an efficient organization.  Vigneault understands 
the game and is very successful.  He has been a coach for 16 years and 
has won 648 games in the NHL as a coach; however, this is out of 1,216 
games coached.  
 If the Flyers want to end the 44-year Stanley Cup drought, this 
mediocre coach isn’t going to change anything.  His stats match all the 
other previous coaches, except Gordon.  The Flyers had a winning re-
cord under Gordon, which is pretty impressive considering the fact that 
they were 12-15-4 when Hakstol was fired.  In Vigneault’s last season, 
2017-18, with the New York Rangers, he led them to a losing season 
and finished last in the Metropolitan Division.  Isn’t that the coach you 
want to hire? Nope, 
not even close.  Scott 
Gordon may not be 
the 12th winningest 
coach in the NHL 
like Alain Vigneault, 
but at least he led a 
team out of darkness 
to a winning season.  
The Flyers and their 
fans can only hope 
that Alain will fill 
Scott’s shoes.

NBA Playoffs: The New 
King?
By Julio Toussaint

 For the last ten 
years, Lebron James has 
been in a league of his 
own. In ten years he has 
been to eight consecutive 
NBA Finals (winning 3 of 
them), won the NBA MVP 
award four times, and 
averaged 26.9 points per 
game. The last time Leb-
ron James was not apart 
of the NBA playoffs was in 
2005. 
 This year’s postseason “King” has been Kevin Durant, who in 
the last ten years has won back to back NBA championships and Finals 
MVPs with one league MVP award. Durant is arguably Lebron’s biggest 
rival, holding a 2-1 record against Lebron in the NBA FInals. At this 
moment Kevin Durant is averaging 34.3 points per game in the playoffs, 
and has put the Golden State Warriors in place to pursue a fifth straight 
NBA FInals appearance. Warriors Coach Steve Kerr compared Durant’s 
playoff run to Michael Jordan, who was Coach Kerr’s former teammate. 
 Kevin Durant is a 6’11 scoring machine who can handle the ball, 
shoot 3’s, can pass, and can defend the opposing team’s best player. Du-
rant lacks Lebron’s strength, speed, and rebounding. The stain on Kevin 
Durant’s legacy is that he needed to join a record breaking 73-win team 
to win a NBA Championship, and has yet to take a bad team to the NBA 
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SPORTS
Lessons Learned from 
the Sixers’ Season
By Spencer Armon
The 76ers finished the NBA regular season at 51-31, eclipsing 50 
wins for the second year in a row, earning the 3-seed in the Eastern 
Conference. Nearly all Sixers fans have confidence in the team heading 
into the playoffs and hope that they can win their 4th championship in 
franchise history. Instead of looking ahead to the finals, let’s look back 
on the eventful regular season. Here are some of the lessons I learned 
about the team:

The Process Worked: Many NBA analysts speculated that Sam Hinkie, 
the former GM of the Sixers, was ruining both the team and the league 
by purposely losing in order to attain young stars through the draft. 
This year has proven all those analysts were wrong. Not only do the 
Sixers have two young superstars in Joel Embiid and Ben Simmons, but 
they compiled assets that they assembled during the ‘process years’ to 
trade for Jimmy Butler and Tobias Harris; two fringe all-star players in 
their prime. This team is prepped for years of titled contention, which 
was Hinkie’s goal all along.

People Judge Brett Brown Unfairly: After nearly every loss this year, 
people have called for head coach Brett Brown to be fired. However, the 
losses aren’t necessarily his fault. Since the team had no true general 
manager over the summer, they were unable to add any significant 
bench pieces, which was a major need after last year’s playoffs. This 
shortcoming led to other teams building leads in games while the 
starters sat, since players like Furkan Korkmaz and Mike Muscala had to 
play meaningful minutes. The problem became even more pronounced 
when the Sixers shipped off important players in order to bring in stars 
Jimmy Butler and Tobias Harris. Also, since the team made these trades, 
Brown had to teach incoming players the team’s system on the fly, 
which is hard for even the best coaches. Admittedly, if the Sixers exit the 
playoffs early, management may still want to consider moving another 
direction. Nevertheless, the fact that Brett Brown managed to keep all 
the players happy and break 50 wins cannot be overlooked.

Ben Simmons Must Learn How to Shoot: Ben Simmons is already one 
of the best young players in the NBA, and could eventually become a 
top 10 player in the NBA if he continues to develop. However, to unlock 
his full potential, he must learn how to shoot. Since Simmons doesn’t 
shoot during games, the team struggles to space the floor. Defenders are 
able to sag off of Simmons and force him to shoot (which he won’t) or 
pass. When playing with another post player like Joel Embiid, the lane 
becomes overcrowded and they hurt each other’s ability to score. Ben’s 
development of a jump shot would immediately solve this issue, since 
defenders would have to cover him at the 3-point line and he could 
space out the floor more. Simmons doesn’t even have to shoot as well as 
JJ Redick; just enough for defenders to care about.

The Team Must Manage Joel Embiid’s Minutes Better: Joel Embiid 
gets fatigued during the season, and 
it is quite obvious. Earlier in the 
year, Embiid played in games for 
35+ minutes on some occasions. 
As helpful as he is on the court, 
knowing his past injury history, Brett 
Brown must be much more careful 
with the minutes of his best player. 
Those early games in which he was 
overplayed caused him to miss 18 
games at the end of the season. He 
had an incredible year, but the Sixers 
can’t afford to have him miss ¼ of the 
games this year, or ever.

Elton Brand is All-In on this Year: When Elton Brand made the 
midseason blockbuster trades for Butler and Harris, he made it clear 
that the team was aiming for a championship this year. The Sixers 
liquidated their future draft picks and lost young players (Landry 
Shamet, Robert Covington, Dario Saric, Markelle Fultz, etc.) in order 
to contend. Although he shortened this team’s timeline by trading for 
older players on expiring deals, hopefully it pays off and the 76ers can 
make a deep run in the playoffs.

Eagles Draft Review
By Ross Armon

The Eagles recently concluded the 2019 NFL draft in Nashville, Ten-
nessee. With five picks, the Eagles hopefully selected their stars of the 
future.d

Round 1; Pick 22: The Eagles traded up with the Baltimore Ravens for 
this pick to select Washington State offensive tackle Andre Dillard. 
While it may not be the sexiest pick as he will likely never record a sin-
gle touchdown, a left tackle’s importance on the field cannot be overstat-
ed. He comes into the league as one of the most pro-ready pass protec-
tors in recent years, while his run blocking needs some work. However, 
with a year to sit and learn behind legendary left tackle Jason Peters and 
Eagles Offensive Line Coach Jeff Stoutland, Dillard will hopefully be a 
bookend of the offensive line for the next 15 years. 

Round 2; Pick 53: The Eagles used the first of two second-round picks 
on Penn State Miles Sanders. Sanders projects as a major contributor to 
the offense right away, as the Eagles have a well-documented need for a 
running back. Hopefully, he will give fans flashbacks to the glory days of 
LeSean McCoy and Brian Westbrook.

Round 2; Pick 57: The Eagles shocked 
many with their pick of J.J. Arcega 
Whiteside. J.J.’s, real name Jose Joaquin, 
arrival seemed to foreshadow the de-
parture of stud receiver Nelson Agholor. 
However, Howie Roseman decided to 
keep Agholor and allow Arcega White-
side to develop for a year or more be-
hind Alshon Jeffrey. He is a big red-zone 
target with the potential to develop into 
a Jordy Nelson type player.

Round 4; Pick 138: The Eagles decided to replenish their defensive line 
depth with the drafting of local product Shareef Miller. Miller, who 
attended George Washington High School in Philadelphia, returns 
home to provide a boost to the pass rush after the departure of Michael 
Bennet and potentially Chris Long. Hopefully, he will be a standout for 
years to come.

Round 5; Pick 167: With their last pick of the draft, the Eagles drafted a 
Nick Foles Replacement in Clayton Thorson from Northwestern Uni-
versity. Interestingly enough, the last Eagles quarterback from North-
western is the legendary Mike Kafka. Hopefully, Thorson will never see 
the field except during the preseason and Carson Wentz stays healthy.
 
All in all, the Eagles selected a number of solid players with the poten-
tial to develop into stars at their respective positions. While it will be 
impossible to judge Howie Roseman’s job for another few years, the 
instant analysis is overwhelmingly positive.


